linear combinations of characteristic functions of dyadic intervals, i.e., intervals of the form 2 k n 2 k (n+1)) with k n2 Z. We de ne the Walsh function W l 2 C (R) for l 2 N 0 by the following recursive formulas W 0 = 1 0 1)
W 2l = W l (2 x) + W l (2 x ; 1)
W 2l+1 = W l (2 x) ; W l (2 x ; 1) :
For k n2 Z, l 2 N 0 we de ne the Walsh wave packet w k n l by w k n l (x) = 2 ;k=2 W l (2 ;k x ; n) : Then there is a constant C such that for all functions f g2 C (R) kH W (f g)k p C kfk q kgk r kH max W (f g)k p C kfk q kgk r :
Only the estimates for H max W are new, but our approach gives the estimates for H W without extra work.
The quartile operator has been introduced in 11] as a discrete model for the bilinear Hilbert transform. The bilinear Hilbert transform H is de ned as a bilinear operation from S(R) S (R) into C(R) by H(f g)(x) := p.v. f(x ; t) g(x + t) dt t satis es estimates as in (5), (4) . By the same method he has observed that the maximal operator M(f g)(x) := sup ">0
"
The current paper is an adaption of the ideas in 4] to the discrete model of the quartile operator. As in 4], the main ingredient that is needed to pass from estimates for H W to estimates for H max W i s a v ersion of a lemma by Bourgain (see 1]) for certain maximal averages.
We use analysis in the Walsh phase plane as in 11] . We give all the necessary de nitions, but at some places we refer to results in 11].
The main lemma.
The main issue in proving Theorem 1 is to e ciently make use of orthogonality o f w ave p a c kets. For this we h a ve t o i d e n tify appropriate large sets of pairwise orthogonal wave packets. We will associate to each wave packet a rectangle in the half plane, so that disjoint rectangles correspond to orthogonal wave packets. Then the combinatorial issue is to identify sets of pairwise disjoint rectangles. This is the main idea behindthe following Lemma 1. In the proof of this lemma one has to identify sets of pairwise disjoint rectangles so that we can use the second hypothesis of the lemma. This lemma already appears implicitly in 7]. A tile p is a rectangle p = I p ! p of area one in the upper half plane, such that I p and ! p are dyadic. Hence for each tile p there are integers k n lwith l 0 such that
Similarly, a quartile P is a rectangle I P ! P of area four in the upper half plane, such that I P and ! P are dyadic. Each quartile P is the union of four tiles p 1 (P ), p 2 (P ), p 3 (P ), and p 4 (P ), as in Figure 1 . The size of a tree T is the maximal m 2 Z such that T satis es a size condition (m { |) for some { | 2 f 1 2 3g.
We partition the set P into trees T 0 : : : T N as follows. Let 2 N 0 and assume by induction that T 0 is already chosen for all 0 with 0 . De ne P := P n 0 T 0 :
We can assume P is not empty. Let m be the maximal integer for which there exists a tree T P of size m , and let F bethe set of all trees T P of size m . De ne F max to bethe set of trees in F which are maximal in F with respect to set inclusion. Let F < be the set of all trees in F max which satisfy a size condition (m { |) with { < | . If F < is nonempty, c hoose T +1 2 F < such that the center of ! T +1 is maximal. If F < is empty, choose T +1 2 F max such that the center of ! T +1 is minimal.
Since P is nite, the algorithm stops with a nite partition of P into fT 1 : : : T N g. De ne F := fT 1 : : : T N g.
In the following estimates, C will denote a constant depending on s | and B. The precise value of C may c hange from line to line. We split the sum in the de nition of f into the sum over those P with I P J and the sum over those P with I P 6 J. The second sum is constant on the interval J. Hence, using the inequality
which holds for any t wo positive numbers a b, w e can estimate the left hand side of inequality ( 8 ) Since the size of each tree fPg with P 2 T n T Red is less than or equal m and the intervals I P with P 2 T n T red as well as those with P 2 T red n T Red are pairwise disjoint, we can bound this expression by 2 m=s | +3 jI T j ; 2 m=s | +1 jI T j ; 2 m=s | +1 jI T j 2 m=s | jI T j :
The desired estimate now follows from the second hypothesis of the proposition as soon as we prove that for any T T 0 2 F m { | and any P 2 T red , P 0 2 T 0 red with P 6 = P 0 we have that p | (P ) and p | (P 0 ) are disjoint. To prove this assume to the contrary that ! p | (P) ! p | (P 0 ) , ! p | (P) 6 = ! p | (P 0 ) . Since { < | , it is easy to see that the center of ! p { (P )
is greater than the center of ! p { (P 0 ) . Hence T has been selected before T 0 . Pick P 00 P 000 2 T 0 n T 0 Red such that p { (P 00 ) < p { (P 000 ) < p { (P 0 ).
Then we have ! p { (P ) ! p { (P 00 ) I p { (P 00 ) I p { (P) : Hence P 00 quali es to be in the tree T, a contradiction to the maximality of T. This nishes the proof of Lemma 3, since the case { > | is done similarly to the case { < | .
The size of a tree in F is bounded by a constant C. This is immediate in the case of size conditions (m { |) with { 6 = | from the rst hypothesis of the lemma. For { = | we apply, as we have done before, the rst hypothesis of the lemma to trees containing just one element.
Hence we have
Applying H older's inequality gives This is a convergent geometric series and hence bounded by a constant C. This nishes the proof of Lemma 1.
The maximal quartile operator.
If p is the tile 2 k n 2 k (n + 1 ) ) 2 ;k l 2 ;k (l + 1)), then we denote by w p the Walsh wave packet given by w p (x) : = w k n l (x) = 2 ;k=2 W l (2 ;k x ; n) : (10) kH W (f 1 f 2 )k r C kf 1 k r 1 kf 2 k r 2 :
The second step consists of an interpolation argument which is given in the appendix.
Proof of Proposition 1.
By Marcinkiewicz interpolation (see 3]) it su ces to prove the corresponding weak type estimate instead of (10) . By homogeneity { here we use that was arbitrary { and linearity it su ces to prove t h a t for kf 1 It remains to prove this lemma. By symmetry we can assume that is the identity. First observe that under the hypotheses of the lemma it su ces to prove that for any nite subset Q fP 2 P : I P 6 Eg, such that hv 1 P f 1 i h v 2 P f 2 i h v 3 P f 3 i 6 = 0 for all P 2 Q, we have X P2Q jI P j ;1=2 jhv 1 P f 1 i h v 2 P f 2 i h v 3 P f 3 ij C :
This inequality is the conclusion of Lemma 1 applied to the set Q and the functions a | de ned by a | (P ) = jhv | P f | ij :
It remains to verify the two h ypotheses of Lemma 1 with s | := r | 0 + " for some small ", a n d B some number which w i l l e v olve from the estimates below.
5. Veri cation of Lemma 1.1). Let is supported on 4 I n . This is because if I p | (P) is larger than 4 I n , then there is a t i l e q with I q = I n , q < p | (P), and q < p | (P T ). Hence w p | (P ) and w p T are multiples of each other on the interval I q , and therefore w p | (P ) and b n are orthogonal. This proves the weak type estimate for the bad function and thus nishes the proof of Hypothesis 1 in the case | 6 = 3 .
Now assume | = 3 . Instead of (12) we prove the dual estimate Hence f k is of constant modulus on I k;2 , a n d we have
It is easy to see that f k is orthogonal to f ;f k on the interval I k . Hence the right hand side of (15) can beestimated by kfk L 2 (I) . This proves (14) and completes the veri cation of Lemma 1.1).
Veri cation of Lemma 1.2).
Let P 0 Q bea set of quartiles as in Hypothesis 2, i. It is easy to see from the dyadic property of all intervals I P that kN I k 1 . We introduce some measure spaces: The rst one is the set P I endowed with counting measure. The second one, I, is as a set the abstract disjoint union of the sets I T , T C kfk 1+2 :
The last line followed from the maximal theorem.
Interpolation and H older's inequality in the third exponent gives for a di erent small (19) kSfk r | ; s | ; 1 2 C log (1 + ) 2 which implies (18) by orthogonality of the w p | (P) .
We prove (20). Let I be the set of intervals I T with T 2 F I . Let I 1 be the set of maximal intervals in I with respect to set inclusion, and de ne I for = 2 3 : : : to be the set of maximal intervals in I n 0 < I 0 :
From the dyadic property of the intervals I T with T 2 F I we conclude that for every J 2 I , > 1, there is a J 0 2 I ;1 with J J 0 . Since the counting function N I is bounded by , we conclude that I is empty f o r > .
Let P be the set of all tiles p 2 P I with I p J for some J 2 I , but I p 6 J 0 for all J 0 2 I +1 . De ne (x) so that the left hand side of We split the set P further. Let J bean interval in I . By a trivial splitting of P we can assume that all P 2 P satisfy I P J. Then, if P 2 P , we necessarily have P 2 T for some tree T 2 F I with J I T . Hence we can nd a collection of at most trees T 2 F I such that P is contained in the union of these trees. For each tree T in this collection pick a top frequency 2 ! T , and let bethe set of these frequencies.
For each integer k with 2 k < jJj consider the collection k of all dyadic intervals of length 2 ;k which have nonempty intersection with . Call k an exceptional value if if the cardinality o f k+4 is larger than the cardinality o f k;4 . There are at most 8 exceptional values. Pick a chain of integers k 0 < k 1 < k 2 < < k 8 such that all exceptional values appear in this chain.
We can estimate the left hand side of (21) Again by Rademacher-Menshov the rst summand is bounded by C log ( + 1 ) kfk 2 .
To estimate the second summand it su ces by a similar argument as beforeto prove for each m Lemma 7 (L epingle). Let " be small and 2 ; " < p < s < 2 + ", 2 If we pick s such that 1=2 ; 1=s is log (n + 1 ) ;1 , then taking the L 2 norm in x of the previously displayed expression and using Lemma 8 proves Lemma 5. | 2 f 1 2 3g such that both (1=p 1 1=p 2 1=p 3 ) a n d (1=q 1 1=q 2 1=q 3 C p kfk p (1) kgk p (2) (28) kH W (f g)k q 0 (3) C q kfk q (1) kgk q (2) (29) for all functions f g 2 C (R). By symmetry we can assume that (1) = (1), and then we necessarily have p (1) = q (1) :
Let C p and C q bethe optimal constants in the above estimates.
Pick two di erent points (1=u 1 1=u 2 1=u 3 ) and (1=v 1 1=v 2 1=v 3 ) on the line segment connecting the points (1=p 1 1=p 2 1=p 3 ) a n d (1=q 1 1=q 2 1=q 3 ) such that (1=u 1 1=u 2 1=u 3 ) and (1=v 1 1=v 2 1=v 3 ) are both in the open interior of the region B and the distance between (1=p 1 1=p 2 1=p 3 ) a n d ( 1 =u 1 1=u 2 1=u 3 ) is smaller than the distance between the points (1=p 1 1=p 2 1=p 3 ) and (1=v 1 1=v 2 1=v 3 ). It is easy to see that such points exist, because (1=p 1 1=p 2 1=p 3 ) and (1=q 1 1=q 2 1=q 3 ) are in di erent regions D | .
Let f 2 C (R) be xed. It is easy to see that there are constants C u and C v , possibly depending on f, such that kH W (f g)k u 0 (3) C u kfk u (1) kgk u (2) (30) kH W (f g)k v 0 (3) C v kfk v (1) kgk v (2) (31) for all functions g 2 C (R). Let C u and C v be the best constants in these inequalities. Assume to get a contradiction that C v is larger than C p and C q . Then it follows by i n terpolation as in 2] between the estimates (28) and (31) that C u is smaller than C v . However, we have by duality kH W (f g)k u 0 (3) C u kfk u (1) kgk u (2) (32) kH W (f g)k v 0 (3) C v kfk v (1) kgk v (2) (33) for all g 2 C (R), where the same constants C u and C v as above are optimal. Hence it follows by interpolation between the estimates (33) and (29) that C v is smaller than C u or C q , a contradiction.
Hence C v is smaller than C p or C q , which are independent of f. Hence T W is of type (v 1 v 2 v 3 ) , and now the Lemma follows by interpolation between (28) and (31), and by i n terpolation between (29) and (33).
This completes the proof of Lemma 9, and therefore also the proof of theorems 2 and 1.
